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This Descendants Series box set includes the following titles:

BOUND BY PROPHECY -- Aern's only job is to protect the chosen. Emily just wants her sister back. Together, they'll

take on destiny.

SHIFTING FATE -- Brianna Drake was born to save the world. Logan was sent to watch over her. Neither expects

what fate has in store.

REIGN OF SHADOWS -- Brianna and Emily thought they'd set things to right, beaten the prophecy. But the

shadows have other plans.

Book One: Bound by Prophecy

Aern's only job is to protect the chosen. The trouble is, she's the key to a prophecy and everyone wants her. Hiding a

girl in the center of a secret war is tricky business, but when her sister shows up to take Aern hostage, all bets are off. 

A slim brunette in borrowed jeans should be the least of his problems, but there's something about Emily he just

can't put to rights. And it's not her penchant for using hand tools as weapons or the fact that she seems immune to his

sway. 
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Everything about her screams run. But when he discovers she's working toward her own prophecy, he's got no choice

but to keep her safe. It might have been easy, if she didn't think she was the chosen's protector. When the opposition

descends, their only hope is to stick together, but the truth unravels, and together might prove the biggest

complication of them all.

Book Two: Shifting Fate

According to prophecy, Brianna Drake was born to save the world. Unfortunately, she doesn't have the slightest idea

how. Her visions should have given her the answer, but they’re beginning to shift, making the danger too

unpredictable, even for a prophet. 

If she can just help her sister restore their hidden powers, she might be able to stop what’s coming. But an old enemy

returns, and he’s got plans for Brianna and her visions. 

What neither of them knows is that fate has given a stranger one chance to find her. He was trained to protect the

chosen—but if he fails, the future will crumble.

Book Three: Reign of Shadows

Brianna can see her future, but it's the past that haunts her. Plans laid in place centuries ago are threatening not only

her and her sister, but all of the Seven Lines. As the shadows plot their way to old rule, the visions shift again. Her

power has led to some hard choices—and the occasional stab wound—but this set of futures holds nothing but

darkness.

Unable to bear the idea of losing the footing they've so recently gained, she turns the soldiers of the Seven. But with

shadows hidden among the ranks, can she overcome the path they've set in place, or is she blindly following their

lead?
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